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\abstract 30 

Hydrothermal vents are a well-known source of energy that powers chemosynthesis in the 

deep sea. Recent work suggests that microbial chemosynthesis is also surprisingly pervasive 32 

throughout the dark oceans, serving as a significant CO2 sink even at sites far-removed 

from vents. Ammonia and sulfur have been identified as potential electron donors for this 34 

chemosynthesis, but they do not fully account for measured rates of dark primary 

production in the pelagic water column. Here we use metagenomic and metatranscriptomic 36 

analyses to show that deep-sea populations of the SUP05 group of uncultured sulfur-

oxidizing Gammaproteobacteria, which are abundant in widespread and diverse marine 38 

environments, contain and highly express genes encoding group 1 Ni-Fe hydrogenase 

enzymes for H2 oxidation. Reconstruction of near-complete genomes of two co-occurring 40 

SUP05 populations in hydrothermal plumes and deep waters of the Gulf of California 

enabled detailed population-specific metatranscriptomic analyses, revealing dynamic 42 

patterns of gene content and transcript abundance. SUP05 transcripts for genes involved in 

H2 and sulfur oxidation are most abundant in hydrothermal plumes where these electron 44 

donors are enriched.  In contrast, a second hydrogenase has more abundant transcripts in 

background deep sea samples. Coupled with results from a bioenergetic model that suggest 46 

that H2 oxidation can contribute significantly to the SUP05 energy budget, these findings 

reveal the potential importance of H2 as a key energy source in the deep ocean. This study 48 

also highlights the genomic plasticity of SUP05, which enables this widely distributed group 

to optimize its energy metabolism (electron donor and acceptor) to local geochemical 50 

conditions. 

 52 
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\body 58 

Deep-sea hydrothermal vent ecosystems depend on microorganisms that utilize reduced 

chemicals such as sulfur, methane, ammonium, and hydrogen (H2) as electron donors for 60 

chemosynthesis (1-5). Recent work suggests that microbial chemosynthesis is also far more 

prevalent in the broader deep oceans than previously recognized, extending throughout the water 62 

column of the dark open ocean, where it serves as a significant source of organic carbon (6, 7). 

The fuels for this pelagic primary production remain unknown, but recent studies show that 64 

ammonium (3) and sulfur (8, 9) are potential electron donors in the water column. Hydrogen 

(H2), long known as an energy source for free-living bacteria in seafloor hydrothermal systems, 66 

was also recently identified as an electron donor in hydrothermal vent animal symbioses (4). 

Although microbial communities at seafloor hydrothermal vent sites have attracted much 68 

attention, hydrothermal vent plumes remain poorly characterized despite their importance as 

habitats for free-living chemolithoautotrophs (10). These plume microorganisms mediate the 70 

hydrothermal transfer of elements from the lithosphere to the oceans (11, 12) and contribute 

significantly to organic carbon in the deep oceans via carbon fixation (1, 13-15).  72 

We investigated hydrothermal vent plumes in Guaymas Basin (GB) where hydrothermal 

enhancement of microbial activity is evident through increased total RNA concentrations (16) 74 

and rapid microbially-catalyzed Mn oxidation rates (11) in comparison to background waters of 

the deep Gulf of California. Among the most active and abundant microorganisms in GB plumes 76 

are sulfur-oxidizing bacteria of the SUP05 group of Gammaproteobacteria (13, 16). SUP05 are 

dominant members of microbial communities in diverse marine environments such as 78 

hydrothermal vent plumes, symbiotic associations with hydrothermal vent clams and mussels, 

and oxygen minimum zones (OMZ) across the world`s oceans (9, 17-22).  80 

In the present study, we use a combination of DNA, cDNA, SSU rRNA amplicon sequencing, 

and thermodynamic/bioenergetic modeling to elucidate the genetic potential, transcriptional 82 

activity and distribution of two uncultivated lineages of SUP05 bacteria in hydrothermal plumes 

and surrounding deep-sea waters. We report evidence for H2 oxidation as an important source of 84 

electrons for microbial growth in the deep oceanic water column and suggest that the SUP05 

group displays metabolic plasticity that underlies the phylogenetic diversity of these widespread 86 

bacteria. 



Results and Discussion  88 

Diversity and distribution of SUP05 at Guaymas Basin. Phylogenetic analysis of SUP05 

small subunit (SSU) rRNA gene sequences from Guaymas Basin hydrothermal plumes revealed 90 

the presence of two distinct SUP05 populations (Fig. S1) (hereby referred to as GB-1 and GB-2) 

that share 96.7% SSU rRNA nucleotide sequence identity (16). Our analyses also show that these 92 

two SUP05 lineages cluster closely with all previously identified SUP05 populations and fall 

into two co-occurring distinct sub-clades, similar to sequences retrieved from the African Shelf 94 

Namibian Upwelling zone and from the Saanich Inlet oxygen minimum zone (OMZ). The 

closest relatives of the GB SUP05 are the SUP05 SI-1 lineage (GB-1) (9) and symbionts of 96 

Bathymodiolus mussels from hydrothermal vents (GB-2) (23, 24). High-throughput sequencing 

of the SSU rRNA gene amplicons from the Guaymas Basin water column indicate that GB-1 & 2 98 

dominate the deep waters of the GB (>1700m), comprising up to 30% of the microbial 

community (Fig. S2).  The abundance of SUP05 is tightly coupled to hydrothermal signals and 100 

also shows a minor increase in the oxygen minimum zone of the upper GB water column (Fig. 

S2).   102 

Recovery and comparative analysis of SUP05 genomes. High-throughput sequencing of 

community genomic DNA and cDNA was used to reconstruct the metagenomes and 104 

metatranscriptomes of GB-1 and GB-2 in hydrothermal plumes and surrounding waters of the 

deep Gulf of California. De novo metagenomic assembly and binning by tetranucleotide 106 

signatures (Fig. S3) and BLAST (Supplementary Methods) yielded draft genomes of GB-1 & 2 

that span 1.24 and 1.26 million base pairs (Mbp) of consensus sequence respectively, with an 108 

average coverage of ~13x for both genomes (Table S2). To confirm that they represented near-

complete genomes, we identified a complete set of universally conserved genes present in each 110 

SUP05 genome (Table S3).   

GB-1 & 2 shared 83% of predicted genes with each other, and 60% of predicted genes with 112 

SUP05 populations from the Saanich Inlet OMZ (9) and the clam symbionts, Candidatus Ruthia 

Magnifica (18) and Candidatus Vesicomyosocius okutanii (21) (Fig. 1). Like other SUP05 114 

populations sequenced to date, GB-1 & 2 possess the complete repertoire of genes for carbon 

fixation and oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds, consistent with a common sulfur-based 116 

chemolithoautotrophic metabolism within the SUP05 group.  These genes encode enzymes for 



the oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds (H2S, S2O3
2-, S0, SO3

2-) including sulfide quinone 118 

oxidoreductase (sqr), mediating the oxidation of sulfide (HS-) to elemental sulfur (So), the Sox 

enzyme complex (soxABXYZ) for oxidation of thiosulfate (S2O3
2-) to elemental sulfur, rhodanese 120 

sulfurtranferase for oxidation of thiosulfate to sulfite, reverse dissimilatory sulfite reductase 

complex (dsrAB) for oxidation of elemental sufur to sulfite (SO3
2-), adenosine 5’-phosphosulfate 122 

reductase (aps) and sulfate adenylyltransferase (sat) for oxidation of sulfite to sulfate (SO4
2-) 

(Fig. 2). Absence of soxCD genes in SUP05 populations may result in storage of elemental sulfur 124 

and provisioning of SUP05 with an electron donor (25), similar to the recently cultivated 

heterotrophic ARCTIC96BD-19 clade bacterium (26).   126 

Metabolic plasticity in SUP05 – genes for H2 oxidation and O2 respiration. The Guaymas 

Basin SUP05 populations also harbor genes that set them apart from their Saanich Inlet and clam 128 

symbiont counterparts (Fig. 1). Key among these unique genes is a membrane-bound group 1 Ni-

Fe hydrogenase for H2 oxidation (27). This enzyme and its associated maturation factors are 130 

encoded in both SUP05 populations by a set of 18 genes, 17 of which are adjacent on contigs 

(Fig. 3) confidently assigned to SUP05 by tetranucleotide frequency and by the fact that genes 132 

flanking the hydrogenase operon share synteny and high sequence similarity with other SUP05 

genomes. Although this GB-SUP05 hydrogenase is not present in the Saanich Inlet OMZ SUP05 134 

(9) or the clam symbionts Candidatus Ruthia Magnifica (18) and Candidatus Vesicomyosocius 

okutanii (21), it is phylogenetically affiliated with other hydrothermal vent-derived hydrogenases 136 

(Fig. 4), including those from recently discovered H2-oxidizing symbionts of Bathymodiolus 

mussels that are the first known H2-powered chemosynthetic symbiosis at deep-sea hydrothermal 138 

vents (4). Genes in the SUP05 hydrogenase operons display synteny and high sequence identity 

(92 and 94% for HupS & HupL) with genes from the Bathymodiolus symbionts for structural 140 

assembly, synthesis, hydrogen uptake and oxidation, suggesting a similar role in H2 oxidation for 

the purpose of energy production (Fig. 3A).  142 

The SUP05 genomic bin also contains a contig (AJXC01001965) with genes encoding a second 

group I Ni-Fe hydrogenase that displays distinct operon structure (Fig. 3B) and phylogeny (Fig. 144 

4) to the first.  This putative SUP05 hydrogenase clusters with Ni-Fe hydrogenases from 

epipelagic Gammaproteobacteria (28), Flavobacteria (29, 30), and Deltaproteobacteria (31), 146 

possibly indicating a different evolutionary origin and/or physiological role. Because the second 



hydrogenase-containing contig cannot be scaffolded onto other SUP05 genomes, and in view of 148 

its complex phylogeny, we cannot conclusively determine the taxonomic origin at this time. 

The Guaymas Basin SUP05 genomes also display genomic and metabolic diversity in terms of 150 

electron acceptors for energy metabolism. GB-1 & 2 genomes encode for both a cytochrome c 

oxidase and a cbb3-type terminal cytochrome c oxidase. Both these cytochrome c oxidase 152 

complexes are shared by the SUP05 clam symbionts (18, 21) but are absent in the free-living 

OMZ SUP05 (9). The presence of these genes enables the use of oxygen as a terminal electron 154 

acceptor in both oxic and microoxic environments that exist in the stratified water column of 

Guaymas Basin. The set of genes encoding for dissimilatory nitrate/nitrite reduction to N2O, 156 

which are present in OMZ SUP05, are absent in GB-1 & 2 (Supporting Information) except for a 

single dissimilatory nitrite reductase (NO-forming nirK) in GB-2, hinting at a possible role in 158 

either a partial dissimilatory denitrification pathway or in nitrite detoxification rather than the 

full denitrification pathway of Saanich Inlet SUP05 (9).  Evidence consistent with such partial 160 

denitrification has been found in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific OMZ, where SUP05 are 

abundant, and sulfide-dependent reduction of nitrate produces NO2
- and N2O as well as N2 (17). 162 

Genes for dissimilatory nitrate and nitrite reductases and associated cofactors were identified on 

short contigs with low genomic coverage (Table S4) suggesting that they stem from minor 164 

genome variants within the community. Genes for reduction of nitric oxide (NO) to nitrous oxide 

(N2O) (norB, norC) were absent from the metagenome. 166 

Carbon and nitrogen metabolism. The GB-1 & 2 genomes contain genes encoding the Calvin-

Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle including a single form II ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-168 

oxygenase (RuBisCO) for the purpose of carbon fixation. This form II RuBisCO is also present 

in the Saanich Inlet OMZ SUP05 (9) and the clam symbionts, Candidatus Ruthia Magnifica (18) 170 

and Candidatus Vesicomyosocius okutanii (21). In contrast, the H2-oxidizing symbionts of 

Bathymodiolus mussels (4) possess genes for a form I RuBisCO, which is optimized for higher 172 

O2 and lower CO2 concentration (32). The presence of genes in GB SUP05 encoding for form II 

RuBisCO enzymes typically adapted to low O2 and high CO2 concentrations is consistent with 174 

the low O2 conditions of the deep Guaymas Basin. Genes for gluconeogenesis and the non-

oxidative branch of the pentose phosphate pathway were also identified, along with all 176 

components of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) except for those encoding the α-ketoglutarate 



dehydrogenase enzyme, consistent with GB SUP05 being primarily autotrophs (9). This is also 178 

evidenced by the lack of known transporters for organic carbon except the two noted below. 

The GB SUP05 genomes possess two ABC-type transporters (HAAT and PAAT family) 180 

annotated as amino acid transporters.  GB-2 also contains a single putative di/tri carboxylate 

transporter. The presence of these transporters is intriguing because it may suggest an  alternative 182 

source of carbon and nitrogen and hint at a mixotrophic lifestyle with the ability to utilize 

organic carbon as in the recently cultivated and closely related ARCTIC96BD-19 clade 184 

bacterium (8, 26).  For the purpose of nitrogen assimilation and metabolism, GB-1 & 2 genomes 

have multiple copies of genes for ammonium transport and a full complement of assimilatory 186 

nitrite reduction genes for reduction of nitrite (NO3
-) to ammonia (NH3).  Also present are genes 

for breakdown of urea and amides by an amidohydrolase (GB-1 & 2) and a urease (GB-1 only) 188 

that are absent in the SUP05 clam symbionts and the Saanich Inlet OMZ SUP05 genomes. 

Population-specific metatranscriptomic mapping. In order to examine the transcriptional 190 

activity of GB-1 & 2, we used their assembled genomes as a framework to map 

metatranscriptomic reads. Population-specific mapping of Illumina cDNA reads to both SUP05 192 

genomes assigned a total of 104,075 transcripts to GB-1 and 136,524 transcripts to GB-2. Both 

of these SUP05 genomes recruited more total transcripts in the hydrothermal plume than 194 

background by a ratio of approximately three, indicating that they are stimulated in hydrothermal 

plumes. Amongst the most abundant transcripts in the metatranscriptome were those mapping to 196 

genes involved in chemolithoautotrophy (Fig. S4), including H2 oxidation (Fig 3C, 3D), O2 

respiration (Fig. S5), oxidation of reduced sulfur species (Fig. 2), and carbon fixation (Fig. S6). 198 

Both GB-1 & 2 preferentially expressed genes for oxidation of multiple reduced sulfur species 

(H2S, S2O3
2-, S0, SO3

2-) in the plume compared to the background, indicating that reduced sulfur 200 

species are important electron donors in the plume. High transcript abundances of the RuBisCO 

genes in both GB-1 & 2 metatranscriptomes implicates the deep-sea SUP05 populations in 202 

carbon fixation and underscores their importance as key autotrophs in the deep sea. All SUP05 

genes for nitrogen metabolism were recovered in the metatranscriptome, with genes encoding 204 

ammonium and amino acid/amide uptake having high transcript abundances in both the 

hydrothermal plume and background deep-sea, again suggesting that GB SUP05 actively obtain 206 



amino acids from the environment (Fig. S7). These trends in transcript abundance for SUP05 

genes were similar across both 454 and Illumina-based metatranscriptomes. 208 

Dynamic expression of Ni-Fe hydrogenase genes. A major difference is evident in patterns of 

hydrogenase transcript abundance between plume and background. The hydrothermal vent-210 

related hydrogenases are highly enriched in metatranscriptomes of plumes (Fig. 3C). Conversely, 

the epipelagic-related hydrogenase (putative SUP05) is enriched in the background 212 

metatranscriptome relative to the plume (Fig. 3D). Because SUP05 abundance in the 

metagenome is similar between plume and background (13, 16), the dynamic patterns of 214 

transcript abundance we observe for the Ni-Fe hydrogenase genes suggests that their expression 

is regulated rather than constitutive (4). Based on the increased H2 concentrations expected in 216 

plumes versus background, we suggest that H2 concentration is the likely regulator of this 

observed differential expression. We speculate that the hydrothermal vent-related and the 218 

epipelagic-related hydrogenases are distinguished in their affinity for H2, the former being 

adapted to higher H2 concentrations in environments such as hydrothermal plumes, and the latter 220 

to low H2 concentrations typically available in the background deep ocean. 

As abundant members of both hydrothermal plume and background deep ocean communities, 222 

SUP05 populations likely take advantage of H2 derived not only from hydrothermal fluids but 

also from mineral precipitation reactions in the plume (15) and possibly anaerobic decomposition 224 

on sinking particles, a source of H2 posited long ago (33). Further, high levels of expression of 

Ni-Fe hydrogenases in the background deep ocean, far from the hydrothermal plumes, may also 226 

indicate the presence of a significant but currently unrecognized source of H2. 

Thermodynamic model for estimation of plume chemistry and bioenergetics. H2 228 

concentrations of up to 3 mM measured in GB end-member hydrothermal fluids are the result of 

the reaction of seawater with mantle-derived basalt in the oceanic crust at high temperature and 230 

pressure (34-36). Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no direct measurements of H2 concentration 

have been made on GB plumes. Thus, we used equilibrium thermodynamic reaction path 232 

modeling to estimate the concentrations of H2 and other potential electron donors in the GB 

plume (Supplementary Information).  Results predict that H2 concentrations range from 0.5 to 50 234 

nM in plumes sampled here (2.93-2.97oC), which are up to ~100 times greater than typical H2 

concentrations of 0.4 nM in the background deep sea.  236 



To assess the relative importance of H2 and sulfur as energy sources for SUP05, we compared 

the free energy yields for a number of metabolisms including those using H2, S0, H2S, S2O3
2- and 238 

particulate metal sulfides as electron donors (Table S6). Our model estimated the free energy 

available from H2 oxidation in the hydrothermal plume to be 0.04 J/kg of plume fluid at a 240 

temperature of 2.95°C, representing 17% of the energy budget for SUP05 (Fig. S8).  Further, 

these results indicate that H2 oxidation can account for up to 22% of the energy budget of SUP05 242 

in warmer fluids of rising hydrothermal plumes (3.0-5.9°C), which have not yet been studied 

from a microbiological perspective. This prominent role for H2 oxidation is consistent with 244 

previous studies that have modeled available energy in hydrothermal plumes (15); H2 oxidation 

is expected to play an even more important role in ultramafic-hosted hydrothermal systems (37). 246 

Amongst sulfur species, we found S0 oxidation with both oxygen and nitrate to be 

thermodynamically favored relative to H2S, thiosulfate and particulate metal sulfides. Although 248 

there is uncertainty with regard to sulfur speciation in the plume and the actual form of sulfur 

utilized by SUP05 is unknown, these results suggest that Guaymas Basin SUP05 populations 250 

utilize environmentally-supplied sulfur species other than dissolved H2S.  Overall, the modeling 

results presented here indicate that oxidation of H2 and reduced sulfur species are both 252 

potentially significant sources of free energy for growth of SUP05 populations in Guaymas 

Basin hydrothermal plumes. 254 

Conclusions.  

This study advances our understanding of the chemolithotrophic metabolism of a widespread 256 

group of marine bacteria, providing insight into potential genetic and physiological 

underpinnings and biogeochemical implications of microbial diversity observed within the 258 

SUP05 group. As abundant microorganisms in the pelagic realm of the dark ocean, SUP05 have 

the capacity to influence and link the global cycles of sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon in an 260 

environment that holds the largest reservoir of reactive dissolved inorganic carbon on the Earth’s 

surface. Recognition of H2 as a significant electron donor for microbial growth in the pelagic 262 

water column may shed light on discrepancies in current oceanic carbon budgets (6, 7).  

Additional molecular studies are needed to determine the prevalence of SUP05 hydrogen 264 

oxidation genes beyond the Gulf of California (Supporting Information), and geochemical 

measurements of H2 oxidation rates are required to directly and quantitatively evaluate the 266 



contribution of H2 to chemosynthesis in the deep sea. Although these experiments are 

challenging due to the low H2 concentrations (nM) and remote nature of the deep sea, the 268 

molecular evidence presented here provides the impetus to develop such methods.  The genetic 

and metabolic plasticity of electron donors (H2 and reduced sulfur species) and acceptors 270 

(oxygen, nitrate, and nitrite) across the SUP05 group revealed here underscores the importance 

of taking fine-scale microbial functional diversity into account when tracking microbial 272 

biogeochemistry.  Given the central role of SUP05 in the biogeochemistry of globally expanding 

OMZs and associated feedbacks on cycling of carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and greenhouse gases 274 

(20), such resolution will be critical to understanding and predicting marine ecosystem dynamics 

in the context of environmental change. 276 

Methods 

Sampling. Samples were collected on three cruises aboard R/V New Horizon in 2004 and 2005 278 

as described previously (11, 13). Metadata and chemical/physical characteristics of samples used 

for shotgun DNA and cDNA sequencing are presented in detail in Lesniewski et al. 2012 (16), 280 

while summaries of these samples along with those used for SSU rRNA gene amplicon 

sequencing are described in Table S1. 282 

Extraction of nucleic acids, metagenomic and metatranscriptomic sequencing. DNA and 

RNA extraction were done as described previously (13, 16). Purified DNA was used to prepare 284 

DNA libraries for sequencing using standard protocols (454 Life Sciences). An overall summary 

of DNA sequencing obtained using 454 GS FLX Titanium is presented in Lesniewski et al. 2012 286 

(16). cDNA synthesis was performed as described previously (38). cDNA sequencing produced a 

total of 1,558,905 reads from the plume (664,240 from Plume-3 (Cast 21-6#2) and 894,665 from 288 

Plume-4 (Cast 12-27a#1)) and 1,008,693 reads from the background deep sea (514,607 from 

Background-1 (Cast 12-8#12) and 504,086 from Background-2 (Cast 34-2#7)) using 454 GS 290 

FLX Titanium. A plume and background cDNA sample each were prepared for resequencing 

(for the purpose of comparison with 454) using standard protocols (Illumina) and a total of  292 

103,078,758 reads from the plume (Cast 21-6#2, Plume-3) and 122,259,588 reads from the 

background deep sea (Cast 12-8#12, Background-1) were obtained using Illumina HiSeq2000. 294 



Assembly and Annotation. De novo metagenomic assembly was performed as described 

previously (16) using MIRA (39) with parameters as follows: (-job=denovo, genome, accurate, 296 

454 -notraceinfo -CL:pec=no -GE:not=8 -AS:urd=no -SK:bph=12:pr=80 454_SETTINGS -

AS:mrl=50 -CO:mrpg=3 -AL:mrs=80). Gene annotations of assembled contigs was done through 298 

Integrated Microbial Genomes & Metagenomics (IMG/M) system (40) as described previously 

(16). See SI Appendix for information on binning, identification and separation of the SUP05 300 

contigs. 

cDNA mapping. Transcript reads were mapped to predicted proteins using BLASTN 302 

(bitscore≥50, E≤ 1 x E-5, percent identity≥95%). Numbers of hits per gene were normalized by 

dividing the total cDNA hits by gene length, multiplying by 1000 and adjusting for the total size 304 

of the data set to enable comparison across the multiple data sets in the background deep sea and 

hydrothermal plume. Trends in normalized transcript abundances were similar across both 454 306 

and Illumina data sets. 

SSU rRNA gene amplicon pyrosequencing. DNA was extracted from a ¼ filter with the 308 

MoBio PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (Carlsbad, CA, USA). In addition to bead beating, filters 

were incubated at 65oC for 20 min to facilitate cellular lysis. Bead beating was performed using 310 

the MP-Bio FastPrep-24 (Santa Ana, CA, USA) for 45 seconds at setting 6.5. The 16S rRNA 

gene was amplified in triplicate 25 μL reactions containing the following (final concentration): 312 

12.5 μL 5 Prime HotMasterMix (Gaithersburg, MD, USA), 2 μL (15 μM) each forward and 

reverse primers, 1 μL community DNA. Previously described 16S rRNA gene primers targeting 314 

the V4 region (515F/806R) (41) were used and the reverse primers contained a 12-base barcode 

(42). PCR thermocycler conditions were as follows: initial denaturation 95oC -4 min followed by 316 

30 rounds of 95oC for 30 sec, 50oC for 1 min, 72oC for 1 min and final elongation 72oC for 10 

min. Triplicate PCRs were combined and cleaned using a MoBio UltraClean PCR Clean-up kit 318 

(Carlsbad, CA, USA). DNA concentration was quantified using PicoGreen (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA). Individual barcoded samples were combined into a single sample at 320 

equivalent concentrations then sent to Engencore (http://engencore.sc.edu) for pyrosequencing 

using 454 Titanium chemistry. Amplicon reads were corrected with Pyronoise (43) implemented 322 

in MOTHUR (v. 1.26.0)(44). Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were binned at 99% similarity 

and chimera checked using the OTUpipe (http://drive5.com/otupipe) command within Qiime 324 



(ver 1.4.0) (45). Default parameters were used with the exceptions of initial clustering at 100% 

similarity and low abundance OTUs being kept for downstream analysis of rare phylotypes. 326 

OTUs were taxonomically classified with BLASTn (ver 2.2.22, e-values cutoff 10-8) using 

Greengenes taxonomy and fasta files (available at http://qiime.wordpress.com), which were 328 

customized to include SUP05 16S rRNA sequences recovered from Guaymas Basin 

metagenomic libraries. Binning of OTUs at 99% was necessary in order to distinguish the two 330 

SUP05 phylotypes (GB-1 and GB-2). Using the full-length 16S rRNA genes recovered from the 

metagenomic libraries, we determined that for the V4 region used in the pyrosequencing study, 332 

an OTU cutoff of >98.5% would be necessary to distinguish the GB-1 & 2 phylotypes.    
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 454 

FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Content and transcript abundance of genes from Guaymas Basin SUP05 populations 456 

and comparison to genomes of other sequenced SUP05. Nested circles from innermost to 

outermost represent: (i) – (v) gene content with reference to GB-1 – (i) Candidatus 458 

Vesicomyosocius okutanii; (ii) Candidatus Ruthia magnifica; (iii) Saanich Inlet OMZ SUP05; 

(iv) GB-2; (v) GB-1. Gaps indicate the absence of genes in comparison to other SUP05 genomes. 460 

Black lines on GB-1 denote the separation of contigs that comprise the metagenome.  (vi) – (ix) 

normalized abundance of 454 transcripts: (vi) GB-2 transcripts in background (blue); (vii) GB-2 462 

transcripts in plume (red); (viii) GB-1 transcripts in background (blue); (ix) GB-1 transcripts in 

plume (red). Grey highlights on outermost circles indicate genes of interest: 1 - hydrogenase 464 

operon; 2 – urease operon; 3 – sox operon; 4 – cytochrome c oxidase complex. 

Figure 2. Map of pathways for sulfur oxidation by GB SUP05.  Inset histograms depict the gene 466 

transcript abundance for individual genes in GB-1 and GB-2.  Transcript abundance is 

normalized for gene length and total number of reads per dataset.  468 

Figure 3. A, B. Organization and transcript abundance of GB-1 & 2 (A) and putative SUP05 (B) 

hydrogenase genes and comparison to closely related sequences from Genbank. Genes are 470 

colored according to normalized transcript abundance in plume and background. Arrows indicate 

shared genes and percent amino acid identity between predicted proteins. Dotted line in GB-2 472 

indicates separation of contigs. C, D. Normalized transcript abundance for genes encoding small 

(HydA, HupS) and large subunits (HydB, HupL) of GB-1 & 2 (C) and putative SUP05 (D) 474 

hydrogenases. 

Figure 4. Phylogeny of group 1 membrane bound Ni-Fe hydrogenase large subunit inferred with 476 

maximum likelihood. Bootstrap values greater than 80 are shown. Sequences in green are from 

Guaymas Basin, sequences in red are hydrothermal vent derived and sequences in blue are from 478 

the epipelagic ocean. 
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